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News, Trends, And Short Takes
HCJB Ends English Broadcasts

From Ecuador
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Radio Station HCJB, the Voice of the Andes, aired its final
English -language broadcasts on international shortwave radio
from Ecuador on Saturday, May 6, even as the station's English
Language Service shifts its emphasis toward teaching English
as a second language. English was one of the first two languages,
along with Spanish, to air when the station began broadcasting
in Quito on Christmas Day, 1931.

To accommodate new international airport construction near
the capital city of Quito, missionary engineers and national staff
have lowered a two -antenna curtain array. And in 2003 the mis-
sion switched to local and regional AM and FM broadcasts in
these regions while refocusing its Ecuador -based international
shortwave outreach on Latin America.

Mission leadership has determined that the station will not
risk potential radio interference to future air traffic communi-
cations once commercial flights begin. Barring unforeseen cir-
cumstances, all transmissions from the Pifo site (including
Spanish, Portuguese, German, Low German, English, and var-
ious indigenous languages, including Quichua) are expected to
end sometime in 2009.

HCJB is considering various options, including the idea of
building a new, smaller site in Ecuador as the mission reviews
how shortwave radio in Ecuador fits into its objectives of reach-
ing the world for Christ. Other options include buying airtime
from other broadcasters or placing transmitters at other sites
owned by likeminded missions.

A 100 -kW transmitter has already been shipped from Pifo to
HCJB World Radio -Australia's shortwave site at Kununurra.
That facility began transmissions in mostly Asian languages (in
addition to English) in January 2003. Ten shortwave transmit-
ters remain in Ecuador. The international transmitter site was
later moved to Pifo in the early 1950s. Four of those transmit-
ters were designed and built at the HCJB World Radio
Engineering Center in Elkhart, Indiana, including a powerful
500,000 -watt unit.

iBiquity Certifies New Reference Design
For HD Radio Receivers ---

iBiquity Digital Corporation, the sole developer of digital
HD Radio technology for AM and FM broadcasting, has recent-
ly released a new, upgraded HD Radio Reference Design for
tabletop and home receiver manufacturers. Optimized for
heightened AM/FM sensitivity and reduced bill -of -material
costs, Version 2.0 provides a fast -track solution for OEM/ODM
consumer electronics manufacturers looking to integrate HD
Radio technology into current and future AM and FM radio
product lines. The enhancements made to Version 2.0 will play
an important role in lowering overall engineering expenses for
consumer audio manufacturers and speeding time -to -market for
new HD Radio products.

Sri Lanka Turns Back The Clocks

Sri Lanka permanently put its clocks back 30 minutes at mid-
night on May 5. For those who regularly travel between govern-
ment and rebel Tamil Tiger -held areas, putting the two on the
same time zone for the first time in a decade ended a sometimes
irritating and confusing difference. The Tigers, de facto rulers of
one fifth of Sri Lanka since a 2002 truce halted two decades of
civil war, never accepted the original 1996 time change and sim-
ply kept their clocks set five and a half hours ahead of Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT), in line with neighbor India.

Sri Lanka's decade -long flirtation with setting time six hours
ahead of GMT began when President Chandrika Kumaratunga
put the clocks forward by an hour with the aim of giving an extra
hour of light in the evenings and reducing electricity demand.
But the dark mornings produced by setting clocks at GMT plus
six and a half hours provoked outcry, and the same year the
clocks were pushed back again, where they have remained ever
since-except in Buddhist temples, astrologers' offices and, of
course, in rebel territory.

DAB Digital Radio Trials Launch
In New Zealand

New Zealand joins the growing list of countries to adopt DAB
as the new way of broadcasting in the digital age. The 12 -month
trial, driven by Broadcast Communications Limited (BCL), a
broadcast network provider, will cover a large part of the
Auckland area. The trial launches in September and during the
trial, BCL will work closely with New Zealand's regulatory
body to develop a spectrum plan and a policy for roll -out of both
commercial and public broadcasting services.

The WorldDAB Forum, an international non -governmental
organization whose role is to promote the awareness, adoption,
and implementation of DAB worldwide, will support BCL by
allowing it to benefit from other countries' successful regula-
tory systems for DAB. Public broadcaster Radio New Zealand
and commercial broadcasters RadioWorks and Local Media
Group have agreed to take part in the trial. Manufacturers will
also support the trial by providing DAB products to be placed
with consumers and industry figures during the trial.
Commercial services are expected to launch in the country with-
in 18 to 24 months of the trial start date.

Astra 1 KR Satellite Successfully Launched

SES Astra has announced that its new Astra 1KR satellite
has been successfully launched into orbit. Astra 1KR roared into
space onboard an Atlas V rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida,
and will be located at 19.2° East, Astra's prime orbital position
for delivering broadcast services to Continental Europe, and will
also transmit HDTV channels. With its satellite fleet ASTRA
reaches 107 million homes in Europe.
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